Zacharyah-Zechariah chapter 5 Study Notes
5
Then I turned, and lifted up my eyes, and looked, and see a flying Torah scroll.
2 And He said to me, What do you see? And I answered, I see a flying Torah scroll; i the length
is twenty cubits, and the width ten cubits.
3 Then He said to me, This is the curse ii that goes forth over the face of the whole land: for
everyone that steals iii shall be judged according to its contents; iv and everyone who swears
falsely,v shall be judged according to it.
4 I will bring it forth, says vuvh tzevaoth, and it shall enter into the bayit of the thief, and into the
bayit of him that swears falsely by My Name: and it shall remain in the midst of his bayit, and
shall consume it along with the timber and the stones. vi
5 Then the heavenly malach that talked with me went forth, and said to me, Lift up your eyes,
and see what is this that goes forth. vii
6 And I said, What is it? viii And he said, This is an ephah-measure-barrel ix that goes forth. He
said moreover, In it are the transgressions of all the earth.x
7 And, see, a talent-measure of lead was lifted up: xi and a woman was sitting in the midst of the
ephah-measure-barrel. xii xiii
8 And he said, This is wickedness. And he cast her into the midst of the ephah; and he cast the
talent of lead upon its mouth. xiv xv
9 Then lifted I up my eyes, and looked, and, see, there came out two women, xvi xvii and the wind
was in their wings;xviii for they had wings like the wings of a
stork: xix and they lifted up the ephah-measure-barrel between the earth and the shamayim.xx xxi
10 Then said I to the heavenly malach who talked with me, Where do these who bear the ephahmeasure-barrel go? xxii
11 And he said to me, To build it a bayit xxiii in the land of Shinar: xxiv and it shall be established,
and set there upon her own base. xxv xxvi

i

Zechariah identifies the Torah as a large Torah not a missile.
In Hebrew Ha-Allah, or the false deity Allah. All those who openly break and defy Torah are cursed; specifically Muslims,
who believe the Torah was corrupted by the Jews. Mohammad the Muslim prophet is the personification of the cursed
state of an individual, or a nation breaking Torah.
iii
Islam steals the land from both houses of Israel.
iv
Contents of the blessing and curses in the Torah not a missile.
v
YHWH is setting forth judgement for all those that try to steal the “land of Israel,” or heave it away. YHWH is destroying
these thieves under a curse for swearing and propagating a demonic faith falsely by the name of Allah, the Babylonian
moon deity.
vi
All those that swear falsely by the Torah and disobey it shall be killed, or cut off by it. All those that falsely claim Israel as
their own land, shall suffer and bring a curse upon themselves and their children, as seen in Zechariah 5:3. The text
“remain in their bayit/house,” is a reference to a generational curse. Have you not noticed how though Arab Muslim
nations are rich and wealthy, they still cannot prosper in real practical terms for the man on the street. Why is this? The
reason is given above, that these are the ones who make the false claims on the land of Israel and swear by Allah. The
curse that they brought upon themselves is a generational curse in their midst. No ones children can ever escape Islam
without the blood of Yahshua liberating them and breaking the curse. The only way to break this curse is through the
Messiah Yahshua by repentance and by acknowledging the promises of the Elohim of Israel to His chosen people Israel.
vii
Come and see who the thief is that has gone forth to steal and destroy the land of Yisrael.
viii
What/who is this cursed beast? Unlike the Torah scroll, which he could identify, Zechariah cannot identify the barrel of
oil; therefore the barrel, or ephah cannot be a missile, since if it was he would have been able to identify both the missile’s
shape and its barrel. Clearly the barrel is a different object, or a different vision, or a different part of the vision than the
flying Torah scroll of verse one.
ix
Now the Master is really identifying these people. The word “ephah” can be used for either gallons of liquid, or dry
things, but here a liquid barrel of oil is in view; we are talking about barrels, what barrels? Barrels of oil. YHWH is
ii

identifying a people with and sitting upon “gallons of oil” an economical wealth that affects the whole earth and the people
identified are in the Middle East, confirmed by other references in the Bible such as Psalm 83, Ezekiel 35, Obadiah 1.
x
In Islam, is found the fullness of man’s bloodguilt and insane depravity.
xi
Lifted up with talents of wealth leading to being lifted up, or puffed up, with pride and arrogance.
xii
The woman in the midst of the oil barrel, sitting on fields and barrels of oil.
xiii
This woman (a city, or a range of location) sits in the middle of the oil! The talent is symbolic of the city that is
controlling the economic cycles of the latter day nations. And who do you think this could be? The nations who control the
economic cycles are the Arab nations with their oil. This woman, symbolic of a city, is in the midst of this entire black
liquid (oil). Mecca/Saudi Arabia, or the daughter of Babylon!
xiv
YHWH shuts down the oil barrel (economic collapse) and the woman (spiritual collapse) due to its/her wickedness.
xv
The Master describes this city as wickedness reserved for judgment with the lead weight i.e. its sins being very heavy
and not removed. Casting the lead weight is also symbolic of devastation by war. War in Iraq. Islam vs. the Kittim, or the
western nations (west of Cyprus)! Babylon was and remains the source of origin for all false religions birthed by Nimrod.
xvi
Symbolic of Mecca/Saudi Arabia and Babylon/Iraq, or Babylon and her daughter, the world’s two leading oil producers.
xvii
First there was one woman (city) now there are two women (two cities). These women (propagating false faith) are
spreading false religion through their political clout i.e. through the barrel of oil, and the blackmail of the petrodollar. They
have a lot of economical power to move entire nations.
xviii
Unclean winds, or demonic moves and movements all emanating from these two women the mother and daughter of Babylon,
Iraq and Saudi Arabia.
xix
The stork is an unclean/unkosher bird and this faith and political/economic blackmail emanating from the two women is
unclean and hazardous to the physical and spiritual well being of the nations, who drink her intoxicating oil, or wine of
fornication. The picture of the stork is an unclean animal that spreads something foul. This is why the wings indicate
spreading abroad through the unclean wind. Have we seen a revival of Islam since 9/11/01? Absolutely “yes,” as we are
strangely finding more people becoming Muslims rather then less. Basically we are told this is the revival of Islam, and the
two cities in view are Babylon in Iraq and Mecca in Saudi Arabia. For USA, or Rome “beast proponents,” these criteria of
two wicked women cannot be met! Let us not forget that the false religion of Islam came from Babylonia and Allah already
existed before Muhammad proclaimed his own prophethood. He/it was formerly a statue, but Muhammad proclaimed him/it
to be the unseen deity in heaven. So this monotheism was his invention and we have both cities in view propagating the
same evil to lead people astray.
xx
Trying to blackmail, or “hold up” the whole world to take the mark of the beast and turn against Israel. The mark of the
beast is the very name of Allah, using oil as the bait.
xxi
Babylon the home base for all false religions birthed by Nimrod that made its way to the Arabian desert is being spread
to all four corners of the globe, as Islam seeks to move its foul winds through the prince of the power of the air, the space
between heaven and earth. Al Jazera and now Al Jazera TV Int’l are TV satellite networks and are two such examples of
using the airwaves to spread this foul demonic faith.
xxii
Or what is, or where is, the center and origin of this oil wealth blackmail and evil practice? The prophet enquires about
where these evil people are heading, or where they are dwelling with this liquid barrel of black gold.
xxiii
House of Saud, or house of opulence and wealth.
xxiv
Iraq/Saudi Arabia both parts of ancient Babylon.
xxv
The base, or foundation of the Koran, not the Scriptures! Also Al Qaeda means “the base” in Arabic. The oil revenue
[the ephah/barrel] is used to promote Al Qaeda as the base for global terrorist engagements.
xxvi
The destruction of Mecca and Iraq, or “both women,” is clearly presented in the Bible. The harlot of Babylon will be
ravaged. Muslims themselves will destroy and ravage Mecca (as taught even by Islam), while the western USA-UK coalition
nations will destroy Babylon, that today are several modern Islamic nations, by being YHWH’s weapons of indignation,
since this is what the Master has proposed and it will be fulfilled.

